7x --Tailstock Cam Lock
By Magic Brian
magicbrian40@yahoo.com
Probably the most pleasing mod to have, but often not done through lack of milling facility’s
This version does NOT require a mill.

MATERIALS

REQ

One 20 mm x 50mm bolt . the length is not critical so long as it has full thread.
One 20 mm Nut
One 12 x 50 mm bolt ( best selected during the build )
One 12 mm nut
15 x 25 mm dia mild steel.
100mm of 8mm studding.
One 8mm nut
One 8mm nylock nut
100mm 25x4 mild steel strip.
Knob for top of leaver.
TOOLS
Your lathe
4 jaw chuck
Face plate
Pillar drill. But you can get by with a simple power drill

SO

OFF WE

GO

Strip the tailstock completely. taking note of the base plate position for reference on re
assembly or make your own marks. (Photos help)
Scrape off the high spots in the square aperture on the side of the casting. The end of a file
will do this quite well enough, as you can see from the photo there is still paint on the
surface, don’t get over keen we are not into hard labour here.
Place the 20mm nut as high as it will go in the aperture directly over the hole in the base. you
Will have to chamfer the top edge of the nut with a file to get it snug against the top.
Looking through the nut mark the centre with a felt tip pen.
Remove the nut and centre punch your mark.. Re check your work. Then deepen the mark
With the punch.
Place the casting on the pillar drill and chock to get the surface flat. and clamp in position

Start with a pilot drill about 3mm then open the hole until your lathe boring tool will enter at
centre height

Mount the casting on the face plate with great care. Remembering THREE things have to
be addressed .
ONE
Torque to drive the work is best taken by stops bolted directly on the plate.
TWO
Retainers to hold the work on the plate and in firm contact with the torque stops.
THREE
Balance, the two round units shown in the photos are added to until it balances. With the lathe
out of gear REMEMBER this only balances the whole assembly and stops the lathe trying
to rip its self off of the bench. But the casting is still out of balance with the face plate. so
slowly slowly is the order of the day. Even if all APPEARS to be smooth DO NOT BE
TEMPTED!!!! Only enough speed to do the job and no more..
YES I KNOW I SOUND LIKE AN OLD WOMAN......

An aid to centring the casting on the plate is necessary because you do not have a tailstock?
So before you start. turn down a piece of broom stick to just fit the head stock bore from the
rear and reduce to locate in the hole you drilled in the casting.
As you can see in the photo I have modified the safety guard on my lathe. The standard guard
Will not allow the face plate to be
fitted . so the switch box was moved
up and a new guard made . as the
new guard is much heavier a small
foot was added to the front .to rest
next to the stop switch and take the
load.
The hole can now be bored to 20 mm
and the surface faced to take the
head of the bolt.

This photo shows the stops and balance weights without the
Retaining straps.

The 20mm nut is now put in the 3 jaw chuck and is faced back to 10mm thick.
The nut and bolt are now assembled in the casting. Don’t worry if you have to take a little
more off the chamfer or top edge of the nut to get it to fit.
You can now measure the amount you have to remove from the length of the bolt to make it flush
with the nut.
Most of the excess can be simply sawn off leaving just enough to clean up the face .
To get a good grip on the head of the bolt with the 3 jaw chuck put the nut on the bolt
hard up to the head making a longer grip.
Having faced the end you can now drill the centre to12 mm
The bolt can now be held by its shank and the head faced. On mine I also removed the hexagon.
Your bolt is now a spindle bearing.

The leaver is cut from 100mm x25mm x 4mm mild steel. The studding diameter to suite
whatever knob you chose.
The piece of 25mm bar can now be faced off to a length of 15 mm and a 12 mm hole
drilled through the centre. This will form the cam follower.
You now require a 12mm bolt with a plain shank. The plain length must be the length of the 20mm
bolt Oops sorry .. The Spindle Bearing + 15mm for the cam + .10mm for thread.

Place the bolt in the 3 jaw chuck and turn down the hexagon to 18mm .
turn the 12mm register so the leaver is a tight fit. This allows you to position the leaver
correctly prior to welding.
You can now replace the bolt in the chuck the opposite way round with the 18mm head
behind the jaws (it may be necessary to use the reverse jaws)

You can now deal with the thread. On my spindle I screw cut a 12mm thread. But .some may
Not be happy doing this. The area may be reduced in diameter and a die used . Any thread will
suffice but do not go below 6mm. If this method is used a washer will be required below the nut.
Change to the 4 jaw chuck with the jaws reversed. Place the spindle in the chuck with the head
behind the jaws.
Centralise the spindle.
Wind out one jaw 2.5mm. Wind in the opposite jaw to retain the work.
Turn the 15mm section to a depth of 1.25mm. Be careful regarding the tips of the reversed
jaws.
You can now do a trial assembly . I f . the cam follower jams or will not locate on the cam
Reduce its length a little. Or the cam edge can be eased with a small file.

Also see where the cam follower sits in relationship
to the hole in the base. You can then mark the follower thro the hole to establish the
position of the 8mm thread that takes the connecting rod. (8mm studding ) and lock nut.
Cut the original stud from the clamping plate and drill a 8mm clearance hole in its place
You can now offer up the tail stock to the bed and cut the connecting rod studding to
The correct length. Put on the clamping plate and a nylock nut . And you are ready to see
It in operation.
Slide the tail stock onto the end of the bed turn the spindle to put the cam in the lowest
position .
Adjust the nylock nut so the tail stock is just free.
Provide a temporary leaver (a mole wrench serves admirably)
Push the leaver lightly forward and the tailstock will lock .
Experiment with the adjustment of the nylock nut and leaver position to get the best
operation.
With the tail stock in the locked position remove the temporary leaver and tap on the
proper leaver in its working position.

Strip the assembly and weld the leaver to the shaft on the outside surface. Also weld the stud
for the knob.
Clean up welds and polish.
You can radius corners and polish to your heart’s content. then finally assemble using loctite on
the Spindle Bearing to casting joint and nut . (in my case because I had removed the
hexagon so I used a small chain wrench of the type used to remove car oil filters to tighten this
fitting)

I hope this modification gives you much pleasure in its use.

